Chetana’s Ramprasad Khandelwal Institute Of
Management & Research (CRKIMR), Bandra East,
Mumbai

FACULTY

Faculty members of core branches are really good. All faculty members are
well educated and takes a good care of students and proper mentoring sessions
are conducted to guide the students. Majority of the faculty come with a
minimum of 12-15 years of industry experience which helps the students relate
concepts to industry very easily, The curriculum is also designed well, and the
teaching is done in a very methodical manner taking real-life examples in the
form of case studies, reports and research articles. Knowledge enrichment
sessions are also conducted for students to get acquainted with the latest trends
in the business world.

INFRASTRUCTURE
With well air conditioned classrooms which provide better environment. Other
facilities such as Wi-Fi, Libraries, 12 hours open computer labs, Canteen,
Investors labs are been provided.

PLACEMENTS & OPPORTUNITIES
Good amount of Big companies visit the campus. The placements are
centralized for MMS&PDGM .Since it’s second oldest B-School affiliated to
University of Mumbai it has strong alumni base. The placement team is
efficient enough to be able to place all the students. There is fair amount of offsummers, as well as summer internship opportunities , provided by the institute.
The average salary package offered is approximately 5.50 lacs per annum. The
highest package offered is 8.80 lacs per annum.

CANTEEN

Canteen is said to be okay as it has a common canteen for graduates, But it has a
good street food and restaurants in near-by area.

Hostel & Accommodation

The institute is not providing any hostel facility, but helps students get
accommodation nearby the campus. There are some hostels too within radius of
2 kms.

CULTURAL FEST
The institute hosts various events such as ARTHANAAD (Finance),
HROPSYS, a synergistic event of HR, Operations & Systems, VIPANAN
(Marketing Event), ELIXIR, which include speakers speaking on the most
trending topics in the industry, International Conference, Challengers: Sports
and Cultural event and also the Good to Great Litfest which is a literary fest
having a number of activities which test your literary abilities. All the events are
student driven and giving you great exposure, responsibility and trust.
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